
 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to Genie Unleashed  

The story goes like this. 

In the ancient times, is believed that a magical lamp was found in the desert.  

 

 



 

 

Wanted to make it shiny, the man who found it, tried to polish it. 

He was surprised to see that from the lamp, a magical genie appeared. 

 

The genie then addressed him with greeting and then he said that is going to reward him with wishes 
because he frees himself from the lamp. 



 

 

This is what we do: we are going to reward you for polishing the lamp by buying and holding our token. 

Let’s go through the process! 

It’s not so complicated. Just by buying and holding our token, you are eligible to win the prizes. 

For example 

- Even if you are holding 1 $GEU , you can participate in our lottery draw. 

- Daily live lottery for holders = 3 to 10 winners – Prizes in BNB 

- Weekly live lottery – Prizes in BNB 

- Biweekly live lottery – Prizes in BNB 

- Weekly airdrop for big holders  

- Every 2 weeks airdrop for 1 - 3 winners 

- VIP Lounge where we decide the governance of this project 



 

 

 

 

Now, let’s go through the numbers. 

 

1.000.000.000 $GEU Total Supply 

8% Buy and 8% Sell Tax 

2% Liquidity 

2% Daily Live Lottery 

2% Weekly Live Lottery 

2% Biweekly Live Lottery 

4% Marketing 

4% Team and Development 

 

Max Wallet 2% 

Max TX 0.5% 

 



 

 

 

 

And this is just the beginning! 

We will continue this amazing build up with buybacks and burn. 

A staking pool is coming up. 

A Launchpad as well rapped up with our own NFT Collection, collection that will include perks who will 
help you win some more. 

Also, we are developing our Lottery DApp, were our holders can play and win with our $GEU token.  


